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Introduction 

Being anhg the last big cities to develop rail rapid transit fran 
scratch has its advantages. Planners of t.ctorrow' S systems have the 
opportunity to draw fran the wealth of resources and experiences of 
yesterday' s pioneers and today's innovators. The Los Angeles Metro 
Rail Project is one of tatnrrati' s systems that has and continues to 
benefit fran the experience of its transit predecessors. Throughout 
the recently coripleted preliminary engineering phase of the project, 
the SOuthern California Rapid Transit District (SCRrD) has tapped 
these resources--both darestic and foreign--in order to atUlate the 
good decisions and avoid the mistakes re1atie to desigh, engineering, 
planning and technology. 



Early in the engineering phase, the SCRTD established "peer review 
boards" which, brought together experts frau other transit properties 
across the nation to evaluate Metro Rail plans for such concerns as 
system safety and security, and fare collection methodology. At other 
tints, SCRTD has visited these properties to observe first-hand the 
implerréntation of various design innovations and technologies. 
Importantly, these observations are not solely confined to technical 
issues, but they also encompass concepts relative, to land use, 
development and environnental impact mitigation. 

Transit systems in both Canada and Europe have established 
precedents in the areas of joint development and land use, and nodal 
integration. Because these critical issues require addressing at this 
point of Metro Rail's development, SCRrD 'ent on a fact-finding vis 
of Canada's two major systems (Swmner, 1982) and nnst recently 
caripleted an inspection tour of several European capitals (May, 1983) 
noted foE their extensive transit networks. This sinnary report only 
focuses on the highlights of the European excursion. The Los Angeles 
delegation of 14 public and private individuals observedanong other 
things--how the Europeans successfully inplementd multi-nodal 
integratioin and ha'i land use and develorEnt were considered in system 
and station planning. The lessons learned will assist the Los Angeles 
private and public sectors as they work cooperatively to plan a 
well-balanced transit system tat will be c tible with and guide 
the growth and developrent of the greater Los Angeles region. 
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Participants and Acknowledgements 
The European itinerary for the Los Angeles delegation was well 

planned and quite intense. The delegation visited seven cities in 
just two weeks: Paris, France; Lyon, France; Lille, France; Brussels, 
Belgium; Ostend, Belgium; Charleroi, Belgium; and London, England. 
The delegation's progtaxts was developed bS' Professor George Lefcoe of 
the University of Soüthen California Law Center, acting on behalf of 
the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, in conjunction with Belgium 
Professor Pierre Laconte, Direlctor of the Universite Catholique de 
LoUvain, and Audrey Lees, Director of Planning for the Greater London 
COuncil. Msbers of the delegation were: 



MRS. JACKI BACHARACH, Councili.zornan fot the City of Rancho Palos 
Vercies, and former Chairperson of the Southern California Association 
of vetnments.. 

MR.. REGINALD BALLARD, licensed Real Estate Broker and a state licered 
3-1 General Contractor. 

MR. LOU COLLIER, Camiunity Relations Manager for the Southern 
California Rapid Transit District. 

MEt. ED EErJIAN, Supervisor, Third Distriët, CoUnty of Los Angeles, arid 
former Chairman of the Los Angeles County Transportation Caaniss ion. 

MIt. MARVIN HOLEN, Attorney and Supervisor Edelinan's appointee, to the 
Board of Directors of the Southern California Rapid Transit DitriCt. 

MR. IOM HOLMES, Engineer and. First Vice President. of the National 
Association of Real Estate Brokers. 

MIt. MELVIN HOOKS, a 20-year Real Estate Developer and FoupØing 
President of the Assqciation of Minorits' Real Estate Developers. 

MS. BRIDGED HYNES-CHERIN, Regional Adn'iinistrator for the Urban Mass 
Transportation Administration of the U.S. Departrrierit of 
Transportation. 

MR. GEORGE LEFCOE, the Henry W. Bruce Professor of Equity at the 
University of Southern California Law Center, and mexter of the Los 
Angeles County Regional Planning Ccmtuission since 1977. 

MR. STEVEN MERTZ, Graduate of Stanford University and associate of the 
University of Southerri California Law Center. A researcher of legal 
iTtpl3.cations of land use controls and redevelopTent, Mr. Mertz served 
as intérpretor, administrator director and research assistant for the 
European transit tour. 

MR. ALBERT PERDN, Assistant to the General Manager, Southern 
California Rapid Transit District. 

MR. MANUEL SANCHEZ, Attorney and representative for numeraas minority 
busineEs/contractor associations. He has also been involved in land 
developuent issues. 

MR. RICHARD STANGER', Transit revelopiEnt Manager for the Los Angeles 
Cóinty Transportation Cawnission. A registered Professional Engineer, 
Mr. Stanger is Chairman of the Rail Transit Cannittee of: the 
Thansportation arid Research Board. 

MR RGE TAKE I, praninent Actor and Mayor Tan Bradley' s appointee 
to the Board of Directors of the Southern California Rapid Transit 
District. Mr. Takei has a special interest in providing public art in 
the Los Angeles MetrO Rail stations. 
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Los Angeles delegation members in London, with Big Ben and Thames 
River in background. 

Special sentiments of appreciation must go to the hosts in each city 
the delegation visited for satisfactory accomrrodations and the wealth 
of invaluable infonrat ion shared. 
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II 1 - FRANCE 
PARIS -- May 16, 1983 

Transc)ortat ion Overview 

The delegation was officially greeted at the Ministry of; Industry 
and Research by M. Braibant, the Special Assistant to the Minister of 
Transportation. Mr. Braibant highlighted the activities of the four 
major groups responsible for public transportation in France. These 
key groups are: national transport planners, local transport planners, 
public enterprises and private enterprises. Two of the public 
companies about which the delegation learned a great deal while in 
Paris were the Societe Nationalé de Chemins de Fer Francais (SNCF; 
translation: French National Railway Company) and the Regie Autonoue 
de Transport Parisien. (RATP; translation: the Independent Public 
Corporation for Parisian Transportation). 
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SNC acministratb t::-.t rAction. netwo:k as Wesj as the :uil 
network that seves the environs of Paris. RATP serves central Paris 
and its imliediate suburbs by Metro and bUs-systems. The aiternbst, 
li-density suburbs are served by a group of private bus companies, 
col1ective1 knn as the Association Protfessionnelle des 
Transporteurs Rutiers. - 

RATP 

TABLE 1.- 

VITAL STATISTICS OF RATP AND SNCF AS OF DECEMBER, 1981 

SNCF 

In order to ensure compatibility and to avoid wasteful 
duplication, the Syndicat des Transports Parisiens (STP; translation: 
the Paris Transportation) oversees all publiè- transportation systems 
serving the Ile-de-Francetegin, cqhich cafprises the greàtef Paris 
area. STP iscarosed of national officials as well as local elected 
officials. Its 1982 budget -was approximately 16 million ffancs. 
Resides fare box revenUes totaling about- S million francs,- STP has two 
principal revenue sources at--its disposal. First is the 'verseirentde 
transport" (traSportation payment), which was instituted by French 
law in 1971 and requires-local employers to contHbutetothe costs of 
public transpbrtatioh.- This employer- tax, which is collected through 
the Social Security system, applies only to canpanies with nine or 
nore employees. It generated about 4 million fráhc. in' 1982 The 
second revenue source canes- fran an unspecified pérSntage- of parking 
ticket fines collected in the Paris- region. STP-i also responâible 
for distributing ¶Iational ssidy monies. T -, 

New lbwns and New Bus mess Districts - -, 

The . -fol1.'ing gentle*en spoke to the delegation on matters 
concerning the coodinatibn between land use and tranit planning: H. 

Hirsh, Diredtor of the Ecole Nationaledes Pont et Chaussees (National 
School for Bridges and Roadways); 14. Servant, Project3 Manager for the 
Transportation Division of the Instutut d'Amenagenent et d'Urnisme 
de la Igion Ile-de-France (a public foundation responsible for town 
planning and develoginent studies in the Ile-de-France region). 



Marne-La-Va 1 lee 

To topics were of special interest to the delegation. The first 
concerned the creation of five "new towns" in the Paris area. In the 
early 1960s, Paris land planners saw the need to stop the ill-effects 
of haphazard yrowth in the capital region. To this end, they sought 
to channel all new major develotent along two linear east-west axes 
that would parallel the already existing principal growth axis that 
followed the natural flow of the Seine River. FurtherTrore, they hoped 
to create new urban centers along theseaxes which would assure 
planned and orderly residential, business, arid industrial growth at 
densities high enough to make public transportation .feasible. 

Marne-la-Vallee is the new town closest to the center of Paris; it 
is a mere 13 kin from the major highway system encircling the capital. 
The whole town is literally constructed around an axis caiposed of the 
east-west REP line. (REP stands for Reseau Express Regional.) This 
heavy rail express system of track crosses all of Paris in an 
intricate, double-X pattern, and ties together- geographically opposed 
suburbs (e.g., Marne-la-Vallee has five of its own PER stations. Each 
station is architecturally unique and each one is located in one of 
the principal sections of the new town. Several stations have park 
and ride facilities with about 1,000 parking spaces each. 

Marne-la-Vallee today has a population of 100,000 people. This 
number has doubled since 1970 and is expected to double again by 1990. 
Although-this new town is extremely well connected to Paris via 
highways,: conventional trains,-and the REP, it is by no-means a 
bedroom ccnnunity. Several nationalized caipanies have najor offices 
here as well as several private ccrpanies. The well-planned business. 
parks are also hares for such carpanies as Honda France, Philips tta 
Systems, Kodak-Pathe, Singer. and General Fccds. Many other foreign 
canpanies wishing to locate their European or French headquarters in 
the center of Paris were denied building and occupation- permits by the 
government. The French government took a calculated risk to prcriote 
the new towns by saying to the foreign conglarerates, 'either locate 
in a new town or new business center such as L.a Defense, or don't cane 
to France at all .-" Thus, the growth of the new towns has been assured 
by crrercial and industrial develoçzrent as well- as by residential 
deve1onent. Yet one criticism of the new towns is that they are 
still having difficulty attracting institutions of higher learning. 
Hence, sane observers feel that without intellectual growth, the new 
town develoçzient can never be ccziplete. This problem appears 
surriountable, however, because in France, the national govenurent has 
significant control over education, and it is anpcMeréd to mandate the 
plactent of new universities and expand existing ones. 
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VELIZY SÈVRES BOULOGNE STCLOUD BOtS DE PARIS 

VILLACOUBLAY MEUDON B1LLANCOURT 24 km BOULOGNE TOUR EtFFEL 
25 km 24 km 22km 21 km 18 km 

NEUILLY ST-OUEN 

20km 16 km 

Marne-La-Vallee is one of five successful "new towns" developed around 
Paris. It is one of the closest to the center of Paris. The "new town" 
has been fostered by new commercial and industrial development being 
specifically located here. 
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One aspect of new towns in France that differs fran the American 
context is the extent of governmental financial guarantees thaL anLr 
given to private enterprises locating away fran the city center. 
Although this go'>ernment guarantee policy was followed saxewhat 
frequently in England, the French have flatly refused to allow such a 
policy. They make no guarantees regarding return on investment, but 
they are, at times, willing to guarantee the stabilization of certain 
land prices, the' arrival of certain other industries, and the 
construction of a public transport system. These are generally 
sufficient guarantees in the French context. They may not be in the 
current American context. 

The critical question in the American context is, of course, what 
effect will the new towns have on ccntuting to the city center? There 
exists a prevailing fear that many people, especially those in 
households where both adults work outside the bane, will catn.xte even 
longer distances after the construction of new towns that are served 
by highly subsidized mass transit. The French are aware of this 
problem and are attempting to deal with it by theoretically creating 
as many jobs as there will be housing units. Also, where housing is 
in short supply, those who work and reside in the same area receive 
occupancy priority. From the limited studies made thus far, it 
appears that the people living in the new towns are relatively ncre 
successful in reducing commuting trips than are those living in 
traditional suburbs. That is, an average of 55% of the new town 
population live and work within the same area as canpared with 30% for 
traditional, bedrom suburbs, which are corrnercially less active. 

L.a Defense 

The second topic of great interest to the delegation was the 
creation of a new business district just west of Paris. The district 
owes its nane, La Defense, to the nenory of the struggle for the 
defense of Paris in the War of 1870. The first plans for the 
redevelopint of the decaying area date fran 1932. But it was not 
until 1958 that a public decree was issued expressing the political 
desire to provide Paris with a trodern business district to neet the 
demands of a burgeoning economic society. Due to aesthetic and 
historical reasons, the French refused to permit the construction of 
tall buildings within the old city. Thus, an eclectic, London-type 
skyline was avoided. 

Historica1ly, the 2000 acres now carprising La Defense ntained 
approximately 9,200 delapidated dwellings and about 480 workshops for 
suall craft tradesnen. After the land was acquired through free 
bargaining, and sntiines through eTtinent danain proceedings, it was 
cleared and families and businesses were temporarily relocated to 
nearby sites. Once new housing was built within La Defense at Parc 
Malraux, many families returned to the area. As of January, 1982, 
nore than 30,000. per s.were-living in the Parc Malrauxneighborhcod. 
The current l2,pOO dwelling units represent approximately 
three-quarters of the nnc t-ctal -.,, 
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La Defense skyline forms a dramatic backdrop for picturesque Paris. It is the 
most successful business district development, and it is located just west of Paris. 

At first glance, this may look like Wilshire Center in Los Angeles. But it Is 
a section of La Defense --a community of residential and commercial buildings, 
and the home of Europe's largest shopping center. Skyscrapers of varying 
heights distinguish this unique development. 
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The key to the successful development of La Defense was the careful planning 
for use of multi-modal transportation access. All public transit modes interface 
at La Defense. 

In several rail stations in Paris, commercial and retail businesses thrive. 
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Corrrrercial buildings occupy only 20% of the total surface area, 
since most of the offices are located in skyscrapers of various sizes. 
As of January, 1982, alnost 50,000 persons were working in office 
space totalling 1,025,000 square meters. The total projected office 
space is set at 1,550,000 square meters or approximately 15 million 
squAre feet. This projection should be reached in 1988, which is the 
anticipated construction caripletion date. La Defense also boasts the 
1arest shopping center in Europe with. 1,200,000 -squarefeet of retail 
space. 

What is especially interesting about La Defense, and what may 
serve as a lesson for Los Angeles, is that redeveloent of the area 
was made possible because of the qportunities afforded by public 
transportation. .La t*fense -is served by all nodes of public 
transportation and has the largest number of multimodal transit 
interconnections after Place du Chatelet/Les Halls. Anyone visiting 
L.a Defense may choose between four excellent means of public 
transport: SNCF (railways), HER (regional express metro system), Metro 
(sutMay), and bus.. All SNCF railway trains on the lines 
Versailles-Paris-Saint-Lazare and Saint-Nam-la-Breteche-Paris stop at 
La 1fense station. Other, lines connect less directly. Line A of the 
HER puts the famed Etoile-Arc de Triarphe region a mere five minutes 
away. In 1985, the, railway lines to the west of Paris (Poissy 'and 
Cergy-Pontoise) will be connected to line A of the HER to give a new 
direct link to La Defense. Although line '1 (Chateau de Vincennes-Pont- 
de Neuilly) of the regular Metro does not yet. extend as far. as La 
Defense, a future extension is pla'nned. For bus connections, L.a 
Defense is a bus rider's dream. It is the nost important bus terminal 
in the Paris region; it is served by 18 routes,has 25stops within 
the redevelopnent area, and sees a daily bus rider traffic flow of 
60,000 people. 

Even though L.a Defense' is well served by public transportation, 
the French planners realistically -took: account of the private 
autaTobile as well. There is an elaborate underground road. system 
consisting of nuilti-level 'cross routes and interchanges. The various 
subterranean levels consist of a national highway (*A-14); a ring 
boulevard connecting all buildings in the business center; a system of 
service roads reserved for taxis, buses, ambulances, trucks and other 
utility vehicles; and tunnels for the HER and Metro extensions. Still 
lower, beneath the service. level, aEe located- four different parking 
lots which can accowmodate a total of 18,000 cars and which are 
centrally controlled to ensure easy access during peak hours. One 
also finds at this lowest level a series of "technical galleries"' or 
utility tunnels, which house water, electricity, telephone and gas - 

lines Above this underground larinth, pedestrians circulate freely 
between the buildihgs by way of spacious malls and nunerais fwt 
bridges. 
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Although La tfense is generally a success, there is a certain 
starkness about it. iuch of it was. built in the faceless 
architectural period of the 1960s and there still appears to be 
insufficient landscaping within the large concrete plaza areas. 
A business park of this magnitude and style is a nndern business 
necessity, but it definitely lacks the charm of the center city. One 
might also argue that the French were wise not to mix the two. 

Financing Aspects of Public 
Transportation within the Paris gion 

The inter-relationship tetween mass transit and surrounding land 
uses is a critical issue that has only recently teen fully 
appreciated. In addition to. providing easier urban access, mass 
transit creates nore pedestrian environment, increases population 
density along their routes, and concanitantly intensifies surrounding 
land use. Econanic grath and increased tax revenues naturally follow 
these changes; the problem is, hcM to capture this appreciation. 

France uses a variety of tax systems that indirectly help 
recapture some of the increased value flcming'to businesses due to the 
availability of public transportation. First, there is a fee for the 
insuance of office and industrial building permits in the Paris 
region. The fee asrount is based on the flcor surface area occupied by 
the new or rehabilitated structure. The total annual revenue produced 
by these fees was approximately 50 million francs in 1978. An 
unspecified percentage of this anount 'went tcMards expanding the 
public transport system. 

Second, there is a local "equipment tax" used to finance the 
provision of ccrn.xnal structures connected with civil construction 
programs. The rate is usually l%-5% of the value of the land on which 
the building is erected. In 1978, the Paris region received aut 200 
million French francs fran this equint tax. Again, an unspecified 
percentage went to maintaining and improving the masè transit system 
for the city. 

Additionally, the French impose property taxes,' arpany taxes, 
value added taxes, and trade taxes. However, one of the most 
interesting taxes relating directly to transportation is the' 
en-players' tax, referred to in the Transportation Overview section of 
this report. The rate of this tax is currently 2% of certain 
nationally set ceiling salaries. This tax is paid directly to the STP 
and is used to cover the loss of revenue resulting fran reduced fares 
granted to all salaried persons using the Carte Orange. Thus, since 
1982, unployers have net 40% of their enployees' ccxtniting costs. 

The Carte Orange is a semi-unrelated but important topic that 
should be discussed at this point. The Carte Orange is a nulti-icodal 
pass that permits its holder to travel as often as he or she pleases 
on the SNCF urban trains, Metro, RER, RATP buses, and certain private 
suburban buses. The pass is valid for either a nonth or one year, 
depending on the option selected. Its price depends on h many zones 
are bustanarily travelled. A Zone 1 pass which gives access to all of 
central Paris costs only 110 French francs per nonth (less that $20). 
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An aerial view of Les Halles, which is a billion-dollar development project 
in the center of Paris. It has brought together the public and private 
sectors to develop a commercial, residential and retail center, tied together 
by all rail transit systems interfacing beneath this development. 
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PARIS - May 17, 1983 

Carnercial Ivelognent Based on 
Access to Public Transportation 

The delegation spent the norning at the office of the Sociètè d' 
Econcinie Mixte pour 1'Arrenagement des 1-lalles (SEMAH), which is the 
corporation set up by the City of Paris to redevelop the old Les 
Halles market area. SEMN-i was created in 1969 and is funded through 
the follas'ing capital sources: 51% by the City of Paris, 25% by the 
French national sacra-nent, and the remaining 24% by various national 
banking and insurance institutions. 

Les Ilalles is an historic open-air market district located in the 
center of Paris. After World War II, the area became increasingly 
blighted and it was General 1Gaulle who first decided to renovate Les 
Halles. The project was begun in the mid 1970s and final canpletion 
is set for 1986. It is interesting fran both a transportation and 
carinercial point of view. Directly belc*., Les Halles is Chatelet 
Station, which is the largest multi-nodal public transport station in 
all of Paris. It is the main transfer station for the REP lines, and 
it has Metro stations, SNCF railway connections, and several bus 
stops. About 62.7% of the people visiting Les Halles come by 
Metro-RER, 15.7% by private autcit-obile, 7.4% by bus, and 14.2% by 
foot. In one survey, 90.8% of the persons responding said that 
gaining direct access to Les Halles by any of various methods was very 
important to them. However, as was the case at L.a Defense, the 
planners have not altether abandoned the private autcrobile in spite 
of the availability of public transport. There is a complete 
underground road network located on various levels just above the 
Metro-PER tunnels. The road systems are constantly ironitored by 
electric caneras, and measuring devices trigger ventilation systems 
when the carbon dioxide and snoke levels rise tco high. Vehicle 
counting appliances alter traffic signals by renvte control in cases 
of accidents and traffic jams. Parking availability in this congested 
area is flOG better than ever before. Upon arpletion, there will be a 
total of 4,180 spaces, of which 3,250 spaces will be for public use. 
Since late 1979, nore than 2,500 spaces have been arnstructed. Since 
this is the busiest transit center in Paris, it made sense to take 
ccnrercial advantage of the traffic flOG. 

The caTTnercial sector of Les Halles is a veritable forum. 
Pedestrian walkways, public gardens, and numerous subway exits all 
lead to the center, which has a concave design. There are four 
terraced subterranean levels of shops, all opening onto a public 
square which has tremendous view of the old city. - 
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One plaza level of the five-level rail station/commercial center in Les Halles. 

Construction of housing and office space continues while business goes on as 
usual in Les Halles. 
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The project's distinctive appearance and special amenities are 
reflected in its cost--approximately Si billion not including certain 
heavy rail improvements. Although Les Halles required very little 
national subsidy, it is substantially funded by the City of Paris. 
Nevertheless, Las Halles has beccire of national significance, because 
France is a very centralized nation. Of key interest to the 
delegation was whether Paris has made any attempt to recover sane of 
the increased value of the surrounding buildings. Indeed the answer 
is nuch nore difficult than is the question. Although the French are 
generally unacquainted with tax increment financing, they have made 
saTe attempt to recapture the increased value through a renter's tax 
and a right-of-first-refusal on buildings sold within the area. Also, 
there is a sort of value added property tax that channels increased 
revenues into the city's general fund. In suxtrnary, hever, it seems 
that the French were fore interested in creating an aesthetically 
pleasing and functional joint developtent project of lasting long term 
public benefit than in building a less gracious structure that would 
earn a larger short-term profit. 

The delegation started the afternoon by attending a luncheon 
hosted by officials of the SOFRETU. SOFRETU is a French acronym for 
Société Francaise d'Etudes et de Rèalisations de Transports Urbains. 
This group is sanctioned by the French goverrunent to coordinate for 
export purposes the various rail transport companies throughout 
France. After lunch, representatives from the various groups 
carprising the SOFRETU network gave presentations on their particular 
area of rail expertise. Groups represented in the afternoon 
information program were: Aisthan Atlantique, Francorail/MET, FlEE 
(Fédération des Industries Electriques et Electroniques), FTP 
(Fédération des Travaux Publics), CSEE (Caupagnie de Signaux et 
d'Entreprises Electriques, Canpagnie Générale Autanatisme, and 
ThaTson). 

LYcE - May 18, 1983 

The TGV Bullet Train 

The delegation was greeted at the Gare de Lyon train station by 
M. Jean-Philippe Bernard, Iputy Manager of the International Affairs 
Jpartirent of SNCF. Mr. Bernard acccrpanied the delegation to Lyon 
and explained the operation of Train a Grande Vitesse (TGV; 
translation: the bullet train or high-speed train) while we were en 
route. The maxirrnri speed in cannerial service has been set at an 
econanic optinun of 162.5 mph. 
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The TGV, the fastest passenger train in the world, connects Paris to Lyon 
in southeastern France. This new line is devoted exclusively to high-speed 
passenger service. It is the first of several extensions to be made over the 
next three to 10 years. 
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The Paris-Lyon-Marseille axis is one of the main arteries of the 
French railway fletdOrK. Traffic on tnis line previously exceeded 250 
trains a day because the route is regularly traveled by 40% of the 
French population. Since simultaneous ntvenent of passenger and 
freight trains led to frequent tcttlenecks, the Icy was conceived to 
provide a new high-speed line, reserved exclusively for passenger use. 
To ensure optixnim project profitability, the new line is caipletely 
integrated within the existing standard gauge track network. The 
infrastructure cost was further reduced by approximately 30% because 
the TGV's trenendous pa..'er allows it to negotiate long gradients (up 
to 3.5%) at full speed; thus, tunneling construction costs were 
negligible. A concerted effort was made to protect the French 
countryside during and upon caipletion of the ItV line. 

In the Yonne region, the original path of the line was redrawn so 
as to avoid the Chablis vineyards and the Serein Valley, which are of 
great touristic value. For obvious safety reasons, there are no level 
crossings, and special passages were built for livestock crossings in 
rural areas. Finally, for aesthetic reasons, noted architects were 
errployed to design the 300 railway and 176 highway bridges along the 
new line. 

Lyon's Metro System 

The delegation was net at the Lyon train station by nembers fran 
the SEMP%LY (Société d'Econcmie Mixte du Métropoltain de 
l'Agglateration Lyonnaise, which is the official agency responsible 
for the Lyon Metro). Lyon had a population of 1.12 million people as 
of the 1975 Census and a total of 1.75 million people is projected for 
the year 2000. pulation density is very high at the city center 
where 10% of the total area accommodates over 40% of the total 
population and where 50% of the total area correspondingly 
accairodates 90% of the total population. Centers of erployment in 
Lyon are even more concentrated than are centers of residential 
population. In 1975, 30% of the totat available jobs were 
concentrated in the "hyper-center" which represents only 2% of the 
city limits. 

Fran 1965 to 1976, the percentage of Lyonais households owning a. 
car i!creased fran 45%-to 55%. The number of cars entering the city 
each day increased by 40%, and the average annual number of jóurneys 
made by private car increased by 8.5%. Given these statistics, the 
opening of the Lyon Metro in May, 1978 cane just in tine. The Metro 
project was in the planning stages for 10 years and the major part of 
construction was carpleted within five years. Before the line epened 
in 1977, 40% of the population perceived Metro as a prestige project. 
But after the first year of service, only 20% still held that belief, 
thus indicating that its functional attributes and needs were nore 
broadly recognized. 
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Automatic ticket machines are widely used throughout France. This includes 
even ticketing reservations for riding the Paris-Southeast high-speed line, TGV. 

In Lyon, fare collection for the Metro is accomplished by a barrier-free system. 
It is felt that this self-service ticketing system is more cost-effective. 
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Public transport in Lyon is very successful. Over the past two 
years, the nniber of people using sane form of public transportation 

has increased by 30%, with one-third of all the daily passengers using 
Metro on a regular basis. Metro service is constantly being expanded 
and this expansion attracts new riders. Fare collection on Metro is 
accauplished by a barrier-free system. Monthly passes costing 152 FF 

(just over $25) are used by approximately 45% of all Metro riders. 
Students and elderly patrons receive special discounts. SEMALY 
believes that the self-service ticketing system is cost effective and 
estimates its fraud rate among the 240,000 daily patrons at 4%-5%. A 
staff of -about 60 undercover controllers can verify about 20,000 
passengers each thy. The fine for travelling without a ticket or pass 
is 125 FF, and anyone caught cheating more than three tines a year may 
face legal action. 

The interconnection of bus and Metro is excellent since all the 

bus lines were reorganized after the construction of Metro. Bus and 
trolley routes currently number 78, and of this total, 59 are in 

direct contact with Metro stations. At Perrache, one of the central 
interchange stations, there are more than 100 bus departures each 
hour. Buses or trolleys- leave the station- every 40. seconds during 
peak hours. Arrivals and departures are via special limited abces; 
roads and are supervised from a central control center. This 
interchange center also boasts a large shopping center with separate 

parking facilities. 

The Lyon area public transport system may be briefly described by 

the following statistics: 

o Aggregate system route length: 868 km (md. 14.4 km Metro) 

o Number of routes: Metro ..................... 3 

Bus ........................ 68 
Trolley-bus ................. 7 

Funicular railway ......... 2 

o Number of vehicles: Buses (+57 in 

reserve) ................ 809 

Trolley-buses .............. 156 
Funicular rail cars ...... 4 

Rack and pinion 
Metro cars ............... 3 

Metro cars ................ 97 

TUIAI_. ................ 1,069 

o Aggregate distance covered per year: 43 million km 

o Total population served: 1.2 million. 
o Annual passenger ridership (bus and Metro): 204 million. 

o Average weekday traffic: 750,000 journeys (in Metro 240,000) 

- - 
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The 2.2-km pedestrian mall between the Boulevard Victor Hugo and Rue de Ia 
Republique. 

The Lyon Metro interfaces with the TGV and other transcontinental trains via 
covered walkways lined with retail outlets. 
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Public transport currently accounts for some 21% of all journeys 
within the city environs. 

Metro's Impacts on Surrounding Land Use 

The Lyon Metro has definitely had a quantifiable impact on the 
city center and outlying areas. Even though a sub.ay's effect on the 
evolution and function of a city can only be meaningfully evaluated 
over the long term, there are sane short-term observations alut the 
Lyon system that may prove helpful to city and transit planning in Los 
Angeles. First, Metro had a substantial impact on retail centers 
located near the stations. Additional people were attracted to these 
centers and housing and employment increased. A portion of this 
increase along Metro routes came fran outlying cawnercial areas. While 
daily traffic into the areas served by Metro increased (by aut 20% 

over three years), this increase would have been even greater with the 
increase in population and employment without Metro. 

Second, certain urban development projects were closely tied to 
the construction of the Metro line. One of the riost striking examples 

?1-; 

of this dual planning was the creation of a 2.2 km pedestrian mall 
between the Boulevard Victor Hugo and Rue de la République. This 
successful pedestrian rcll was a natural by-product of Metro 
construction, because all vehicular traffic was disallced in this 
area while the Metro was being built. Likewise, a new public square, 
La Place Louis Pradel, was created in a previously blighted area of 
the city. The construction of a station in this area was the impetus 
for the renewal of the surrounding buildings and also for the 
construction of a 300-space underground parking garage. 

Third, the availability of subsidized, high quality Metro service 
in Lyon, verified an important theory. Studies show that 
Suburbanites, including socially disadvantaged and less nobile 
individuals such as young people, the elderly, and recipients of 
public assistance are entering the city gore often now than before 
Metro was constructed. This has proportionately localized the demand 
for public services in the city center and other areas served by Metro 
where they can be gore efficiently delivered. 

Now that Metro lines in the city center are substantially 
ccrplete, the SEMALY would like to extend lines further into the 
suburbs, especially to areas sudh as Vaise which require econanic 
revitalization. Vaise is essentially an industrial town that is 
experiencing a decline in econcrdc activity and population. The city 
currently has a&ut 20,000 inhabitants and recently 7,000 local jobs 
were lost when a textile plant closed down. I'breover, this suburb 
serves as one of the major entrances into West Lyon and increasing 
vehicular traffic is further degrading the quality of life in the 
area. 
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Atop the Lyon Metro station that interfaces with a TGV station, a park has been 
created for patrons and visitors to enjoy. This is similar to the aerial park 
at Security Plaza in downtown Los Angeles and other local high-rise developments. 

Lille is the site of the new VAL metro system, a fully automated operation. 
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Automatic glass doors open and close to allow patrons to ride the VAL system 
when trains enter and exit stations. The doors serve as a protective barrier 
for patrons, too. 

VAL was designed to minimize capital and operational costs. But the planners did 
take advantage of incorporating the system in commercial/residential areas as seen 
in this station plaza level. A hotel is located in the background. Apartments at 
left and retail business can be seen. 
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ft is for these reasons that the, extension of the Lyon Metro into 
this section is deefred vital. Planners telieve that Metro will itt 
only contribute to' the ,developnent pf West Lyon, but thatit will also 
revitalize Vaise by'attracting a new conTnercial and industrial base as. 
the attraction for' housing and commercial activity around the line 
increases. The revitalization of Vaise via Metro service is perhaps 
analogous to the desirability of redevelopnt along sate points, of 
the Ins Angeles Metro Rail line. 

PARIS - May 19, 1983 -: 

Marketino Policies for the Paris Metro 

A representative from SOFRETU accompanied the delegation to 
Chatelet station, where' they net 'the PAT? marketing director. RATP 
uses four main policies to. attract new rider and to keep regular 
patrons. Its policies, are apparently successful since the Paris 
trán9port system carries 7.5 'million assengers'each -weekday over a 
network of 300 km. The city bus network alone consists of 200 lines 
and 4,000 buses. 

First, there is a policy which i's now aut 10 years old whereby 
extra and/or underused station space is rented .out to connercial 
Jx>utiques. That is, stations were rt expressly designed with 
commercial shops in mind but ample space is available for ccatiercial 
enterprise. The shops not only make the stations safer and more 
animated, bit they also provide additional monies to RATP (átrut 50 
million FF annually). The types of establishments represented run the 
gamut fran real estate offices to perfume outlets. 

Second, the fare policy is periodically restructured by two 
national ministries to meet the chariing needs of 'the riders, but 
fares cannot increase more then 8% a per year; There is a 
segmentation of fares depending on 'one's age, social class, and 
frecpency of Metro use. The Carte "Orange pass was a huge sucëess when - 

it was introduced in 1975. Not only did it increase Metro, ridership, 
but it also increased bus ridérship by 40%. 
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Third, RATP is pursuing a Madison Avenue-type advertising program. 
The current budget for advertising is atout 10 million FT a: year anti 
the goal of each advertising campaign is to oonvince the public that 
it should use public transport instead of or in addition to their 
private cars. The curent campaign has been especially well received 
and its two slogans are Jidely knari -- "Le metro; c'est votre 
deuxieme voiture." ("The subway, it's your second car") and 
"ticket-chic, ticket-chod" (a catchy play on words which cannot be 
daie justice in an English translation). 

Fourth, RAT? officials pursue an active policy of sponsoring 
cultural events in the larger stations, such as Auber/era and 
Chatelet/Les Halles. Past examples include: mini-concerts by popular 
folk singers, mini-plays by the world fanais Carédie Francaise, arts 
and crafts displays, circus displays with live animals, and an 
exposition ci the history of French oomic strips. However, a few of 
these eventS have been so. successful that they have occasionally 
interfered with the, pedestrian traffic flow. Since the crowds at 
these events sometimes grow as -large as 5,000 persons. The 
performances are usually scheduled during off-peak-: hours such as on 
evenings and weekends. 

In the afternoon, the delegation toured the grounds at La fense 
and also the central m'iand center for the Paris Metro. Both tours 
were especially interesting because they related directly to earlier 
lectures given -on each facility. 

LILLE -May 20, 1983 

Lille's Autanated Metro System 

H 

The delegation left Paris at 6:30 AM en route 'to Lille, where the 
day was spent examining the new VAL Metrd system. The MATRA 
Industrial Group, which hosted an off içial dinner neeting at Le Iyen 
in Paris, was the delegation's host in Lille. MATRA manufactures 
sophisticated military and civil high-tech equipment and is an 
important supplier of armaments and aerospace equipment in the 
military and civil sectors respectively. In the civil sector, MATRA 
has s,çertise in urban transportation, teleaawnications, and data 
processing. Thus, MA'lRA was well prepared to function as the prine 
contractor on the new Lille Metro Project. 

L was especially designed in der to reduce capital investment 
and cperating csts. Such ecornnies were essential cc this system 
because of relatively low passenger demand (maximum of 15,000. 
passengers per hour as axipared with an average 30,000 passengers per 
hair for cnventiaial heavy nil transit systens). Certain technical 
features a&Jed to the efficiency and eoorn!Ty of the system. First, 
the rolling stock is conpact (perhaps too anpact in that certain 
delegation nenbers expressed feelings of claustrophobia while riding 
the system). The width of the cars is only 2.06 meters. Loading 
platforns are also nuch narr,,er than normal. 
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Second, the cars are supported by a single axle and not by togies. 
The axiles are equipped with rubber tires, which have another light 
alloy wheel located inside so as to al1 continued system operation 
in case of a flat tire. Axle guidance is assured in two ways: by a 
normal concrete and steel track with two lateral tire rails, and by 
special rollers mechanically linked with the axle in the switching 
zones. This type of axle guidance system provides several advantages: 
lightness, rpatibility with stall vehicles,., and easy switching. 

Third, all vehicles run. on rubber tires. This is r,Dt a new 
concept and, in fact, Paris, Montreal, Mexico City, Santiago, and 
Sapporo have long had rubber-tired . The biggest advantages 
that are claimed for rubber-wheeled vehicles over those equipped with 
steel wheels are reduced noise levels, smoother rides, better 
performance in tents of abcelerations and braking,. arid the ability to 
climb steeper grades. These advantages, if they do in fact exist,. 
were not all that noticeable. The newer steel-wheel-on-rail systems 
as in Brussels appeared to have equally desirable performance 
characteristics. . 

Fourth, and probably most interesting, the VMS system is fully 
autcrated. Drivers are rot needed to control the cars fran the cab. 
A reduction in operating costs seemed to .be the uotivatin force .in 
fully autanating the system. Since traffic on the line..is only 
mcxierate and the train capacity is correspaidingly l, eirp].'ment of- 
a driving staff would greatly add to the annual operating costs, it. 
is estimated that driverless operation enables a reducionJh 
operating personnel of approximately 60%. : ..................... 

'V 
MATRk officials claim that passenger safety on. the 'AL isas.gd 

as, if rot better than, on traditional driver-operated systems. Not 
only is the 'AL track highly electronically sensitized to detect speed 
and directional changes, but a system of double doors has also been 
installed on the platforms to prevent people from falling onto the 
tracks, If sate sort of failure should occur, the problem is handled 
by remote control from the central non itor ing stat ion. Meanwhile, 
monitoring attendants can maintain constant voice (.aI,Lianication with 
the passengers. If a serious failure occurs, an emergency' team can 
gain acress to any part of the line in less than eight minutes arid can 
manually drive the car to the next station. 

After being thoroughly briefed on the system and visiting the 
maintenance yards, the delegation spent several hours riding the 
system to check noise levels in residential areas and to Jock at 
staticil construction. Although sate of the stations and tracks 
leading into the stations were located in the middle of newly 
constructed housing develotxnents, the delegation was told that there 
had been no oxplaints regarding noise.. This is not as incredulous as 
it may sound. Members of the delegation conducted an evaluation of 
the sound impact and found that the cars did indeed travel very 
cpietly along their tracks. 
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Artist's rendering shows how some stations in the Lille Metro 
system provide adequate pedestrian access and provisions for 
multi-modal interface. 

LAI 
Metro Logo 
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Architectural design and artwork are most prevalent in the 
Lille system. Shown above is the courtyard entrance to 
a station. 
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There are currently 13 stations along the original line which had 
just opened on May 16, 19b3. (By Spring of 1984, the line will have 
been extended to a total distance of 13.3 km and five new stations.. 
will have been opened.) All the stations are architecturally 
distinct, although each is equipped with 12 sliding platform doors, 
elevators for wheelchair access, escalators that start and stop upon 
tactile recognition, and normal stairways. The stations are rronitored 
by television from the central headquarters and a two-way voice 
ccmnunication systet has been installed along the platforms. 

Public art is a praninent feature in the Lille Metro stations, and 
vandalism has not been a problem and is not a serious concern. The 
works range from ntdern, polychranatic plastic pipe sculptures to one 
classical station, which is done all in fitted stone work and stoked 
glass mirrors. An effort has been made to keep the multi-level 
stations bright and airy through the use of vast skylights. Ticketing 
areas are spacious to give easy access to ticket vending and 
self-service ticket canceling machines. After canceling one's ticket, 
he can travel an unlimited number of times for a one-hour period on 
the Metro, buses, or trolleys. Weekly and nonthly passes are also 
available. 
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2 - BELGIL 

BRUSSELS - May 21, l 

TRANSURB CONSULT and the Belciian Mass Transit 

Assisting the delegation in Belgium was the state-operated 
professional consulting/engineering firm of TWjNSIJRB CU1SULT. 
TRANSURB CONSULT, which is the sole spokesman for the export of 
Belgian transit systens, is an integrated corporation cczrposed of the 
Société Nationale de Chemins de Fer Belges (SNCB; translation: the 
state-atned National Railway cmpany), the Sociétè des Transports 
Intercarnunanes de Beuxelles (STIB; translation: the Brussels Public 
Transport Authority), the National Railways Ccrnpany of Luxembzxirg 
(CFL); the major Belgian consulting firi, and the Office de Prorrotion 
Industrielle (OPI), which is a public organization responsible for 
research, developuent, and investment. 
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Belgium has 10 million inhabitants in a limited geographical area. In 
order to continue developing its capacity for adaptation to changing 
times and growing demands, Belgium has advanced a great deal in 
mastering all aspects of mass transport and town planning. 
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Louvain-la--Neuve lies to the southeast of Brussels, about 18 miles from the 
center of the capital. 

This is a ground-level view of the housing, college campus, commercial buildings 
and a main highway in Louvain-la-Neuve. Running beneath these buildings is 
a Metro rail line. 
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"Pre-metro" is one system that operates in subway as a heavy rail-type 
operation (above) and on the surface in a light rail mode (below). It 
has proven to be a successful concept in transforming public transit in 

., 
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SNCb and CFL operate a rail network with a total length of 4,3u0 
km and rolling stock consisting of 500 electric locorictives, 950 
diesel line and shunting locatotives, arid 600 electric niltipe unit 
railcars. The STIR operates an urban transport network that consists 
of 15 Jun of subway lines, 62 km of lihtrailransit lines, :90 km of 
trolley lines which are in the process of being bonverted'to light:and 
heavy rail, and 261 km of b.is lines. The rolling stock consists of 79 
suay cars, 189 light rail transit vehicles, 172 trolleys, and 595 
buses. 

Messrs. I Suet and Flecijn of TRANSURE NSULT explained the 
organization's rnanagatent structure and area of expertise. They were 
follaed by Mr. Antoine Lombart, who briefly explained, a uniquely 
Belguim idea of "pré-nétro." Pre-tnetro is a concept whereby rail 
infrastructure is built so that it can initially suprt light rail 
vehicles. Then as passenger ridership increases and/or increased 
funding becaes available, the pré-icétro line can be converted to 
heavy rail use by changing platform heights and converting to heavy 
rail transit vehicles. This includes chariing er collection from 
pantograph to third rail.. This concdpt appeared to have direct 
applicability to Los Angeles for trahsit corridors toThe served 
initially by light rail but which would warran full Metro Rail-type 
service in the future. 

The Transportation-Land Use 
Planning Interf ace at Louvain-la-Neuve 

The "new town" concept may not be crucially relevant-, for the 
initial 18-mile Metro Rail starter line in Los Angeles, but the 
opportunity for interconnecting public transit and eal estate 
develbpint is very real. Also, as future Metro Rail extensions are 
planned and density further increases al ig the su'iay lines, lessons 
learned by European new town planners will be invaluable to Los 
Angeles planners. 

I.ouvain-la-Neuve, French for "the new Louvain U is tore than just 
a new tarn. As Professor Pierre Laôonte,- Director .fo University 
Expansion at the University of leüvain, explained to thèdelegation, 
Louvain-la-Neuve is a $400 mi.11ion social experiment, :jparked by 
Belgium' s ever simiering language war. Belgium's southern half, the 
land of the Waloons, speaks French and is French in culture; the 
northern population speaks Flemish, a Ditch dialect, and ha cultural 
ties with historic Flanders. 

Louvain-la-Neuve is a new university ta'.'n designed and developed 
by the Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL). The University of 
Louvain, the oldest Roman Catholic University in the world, was 
founded in 1425 in the City of Louvain ("Leuven" in Flenish), located 
about 25 km east of Brussels. It consisted of two universities: one 
-Flenish-speaking, Icatholieke Universiteit Leuven (KUL and one French 
speaking, UCL. In 1968, as part of a language-based regionalization 
process, the CL nnved to a rural site 30, km southeast of Brussels. 
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University authorities decided to develop a university that was 
integrated into a ta.in rather than as an isolated campus. Public 
transportation was vital to the new town's success, bit no ncerted 
ef fort has been made to recoup for transit purposes the increased 
value of developnent within proximity of mass transit facilities. 
There is no through traffic in the center of Louvain-la-Neuve, except 
for a railway line that penetrates to the tazn's very center. Access 
to the railroad station is easy and there are anple parking 
facilities. Such convenience encourages trips to Brussels (30 minutes 
away) by train instead of by car. The road design is based on a 
circ.unferential route which opens onto a series of cul-de-sacs. Three 
main arteries give access to the city center and its underground 
parking lots. 

The ultimate goal is to house approximately 50,000 persons on 
2,300 acres of land. The population mix will be balanced so that 
there is a maxinum of about 15,000 students. In order to avoid the 
phenc*aenon of urban sprawl now referred to worldwide as "Los. 
Angelesization," the tc./n was designed first and forenost for the 
pedestrian. One pedestrian street forms the linear backbone along 
which all other development takes place.. Most of the community 
facilities and shops are located along this corridor, and it is linked 
by other pedestrian routes to the four mainly residential districts 
that surround it. The layout of the housing is such that no one has 
to walk nore than about 300 meters to gain access to shops, cawnunity 
facilities, or public transport. 

Ostend and Knokke May 22, 1983 

Ostend-Knokke Light Rail Transit 

The delegation traveled two hours try train to Ostend, where it was 
met by Mr. Van Scoye, the Operations thief for the SNCV (Flanders 
division). At Ostend, the delegation boarded a Light Rail Transit 
System train and rode the length of the Ostend-Knokke line. The 
afterncon was spent in Bruges. 
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LRT train at station in small town of Knokke. LRT system connects Ostend, a 
multi-modal transit town, to Knokke. 

Aerial view of the industrial city of Charleroi. Part of the light rail system 
can be seen paralleling the highway. 
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The Light Rail Transit (LRT) System is an urban or suburban mass 
transit system whose trains run on rails and are electrically powered 
by overhead pantographs. LRT is applicable along corridors of 
light-to-medium travel density. Along such corridors, the benefits of 
LRT are numerous. First, passengers benefit through easier and 
extended access. ?-jile travel speeds on an LW!' system are generally 
slower compared with a sutMay, the average distance between stops is 
shorter and the walking distance between connections is generally 
reduced. Second, the conn.anity at large benefits. Construction of 
lines at ground level is generally accomplished easily and with 
minimal disturbance to neighlxring residents. Also, since the LFT is 
electrically powered, there are no polluting exhaust fires. Third, 
the camlunity's overall transportation expenditures are minimized 
because LRT, when appropriately applied, minimizes infrastructure 
investment costs and operating and maintenance costs as canpared to 
autos or other ncdes. At Ostend, the delegation saw what appeared to 
be an excellent application of an LRT system in a small coastal 
ccrrunity, where travel densities were relatively low and sufficient 
street capacity existed to easily acccxntcdate LRT tracks and train 
IToverrents. - 

CHARLEROI - Nay 23, 1983 

Light Rail in Charleroi 

On the Pentecost holiday, the delegation was able to visit the new 
Charleroi light rail line even though nost everything else in Catholic 
Europe was closed. The City of Charleroi and its environs have a 
population of approximately 400,000 persons. Population density is 
quite variable with 60 persons per hectare in the city center and as 
few was -S-B persons per hectare in the peripheral surburbs. The main 
industry in the area is iron works and this whole region south of 
Brussels suffered econanically in recent -years. 

Two transit caTpanies serving the Charleroi are: the (Société 
Nationale des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux (SNCV) and the Sociétê des 
Transports Intercamunaux de Charleroi (STIC). Although these 
ccrpanies carry 100,000 passengers a thy (approximately 25% of all 
daily novemerits); there are no separate tracks or lanes for trains and 
buses. Public transport services using the urban road network in 
Charleroi are neither regular nor rapid. Therefore, Charleroi decided 
to build special yet economical infrastructure for its new mass 
transit system consisting of articulated tram cars. Construction for 
light rail was concentrated on protected surface tracks, viaducts, 
sate tunnel sections, and stations with central platforms. The mean 
distance between stations is 700 m and the)average travel speed is 
about 30 km/hour. - 

0 
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The central control center for rail lines in Brussels is also the emergency 
transportation center. All emergency services are tied into this center 
with adopted plans of action to meet most every conceivable emergency. 

is was tne case in Lille, 1-rance, artwork and architectural design are very 
important to the people of Brussels. All new rail stations have been given 
particular attention to enhancing the environment with clean designs and 
tasteful artwork. Above is Station Thieffry. 
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Upon completion in 1994, the Charleroi 52-km light metro network 
will consist of a small-ring line, circling the town center and eight 
radial lines. This design makes connections easy at the city center 
and' assures a high, traffic density, at the town's main attraction 
centers The eight radial routes were planned according to traffic 
surveys and provide easyaccessto the main suburban a:eas. Charleroi 
is an industrial coal rtihing town and the Metro's engineers took 
advantage of old coal mitie cuttiAgs when laying, the track. The tracks 
are separated fran' the flow of general autcbile traffic. 

The radial lines will have a total of 61 stations upon completion. 
Most of. them have small park7arid-ide facilities (30-50 cars), but 
largert facilities' (100-150 cas,Y are pbvided at major highway 
crossings. Bus and train intercMnge points are usually located at 
the entrance to the light rail stations 

The delegation was particularly impressed with the cärrnitment to 
station enhancements on the Charieroi LRT systei'n.' The terminal 
station at the outer end bfthe line is located in the iron works area 
of the city. This area Is characterized by many industrial 'buildings 
that all have a grey appearance resulting from the smoke and 
particulates from iron processing mills. Charleroi made a point of 
having their new LRT system standout f ran this somewhat drab 
envircztient by introducing bright colors and -exci,ing archite9.tFraLl 
treatment in the station areas The terminal station was the4rtost 
prominent example of this, however, all stations that were Avisited 
demonstrated the eonnitment to this design philosophy 

BRUSSELS - May 24, 1983 ': 

The delegation spent the morning in Brussels at STIBheadquarters 
"(the public trantport company of Brussels). One 'the lectures 

concerned developnent occurring around station stops';'One dase study' 
cited was the Alma (St.: Luc/iJCL) site. Aftef t?ie Catholic University 

7:\Gt$'LOuvain was bifricated, a new medical school and universib, 
'hospital were built outside Bruthels in the province of Brabant The 

hospital complex was built on 4othectares of rich agricultural land 
The east-west Metro line was iwxlified to serve this new complex and 
special care was made t° design the station to ensure compatibility ,,c. 
with itsCsurroundings With.the hospital so close by, the station was+ 
consttructed .ith "floating concrete floors" and specifically designe& # 

"noise peventer tunnels " r 
- ,g 

p 4 ' ''t'O< .- ''; 
The afternoon was spent riding the system and looking at the ' 

maintenancef&cilities While visiting the diffé'ent stations, one is 
innediflely impressed by the grand displays of public artwork inmany 
of the stations Metro stations in Brussels are both functional and 
attractive By cannissioning differeniartworks for many of the 
stations, the Belgian government has notpnly recognized the talent of 
its native artists, but has essentiallytransfqrmed the tal ions into 
permanent art galleries. Art'in'BrUssre&, like Me'ô/ is''for 
everyone. Art and artists ae also very important to Los'Angeles, and 
bothwill have a vital role'in the statiàh aesthetics of Metro Rail. 
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Beyond the artworks in the stations, there are high quality 
surfaces on station walls and floors such as marble, stone and wood. 
Mr. Antoine Lombart of the Brussels Public Passenger Transport System 
who hosted much of the tour and discussion session, expressed the 
basic guiding philosophy that led to what clearly was the most 
outstanding example of nodern subway station architecture and urban 
design. By corrnitting to the added cost and effort in the station 
design and construction, the City anticipates greater corrm.inity pride 
and support for its subway system. It anticipates lower maintenance 
costs, because there will be fewer problems of vandalism, graffiti, 
litter and damage to station property. These expectations have been 
realized. The delegation saw virtually no graffiti or damage to any 
of the facilities. Mr. Lombart pointed out that the Metro system will 
be there for 100 years. The savings in reduced operating costs over 
that time period as a result of greater public pride in their Metro 
system will more than compensate for the slightly greater up-front 
capital cost in station enhancements. Few could argue this point. 

Terminal station in Charleroi illustrates use of clean design, some artwork 
and vivid colors that enhance the platform area of the station. 
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3 - ENGLAND 
May 25, 1983 

The delegation spent the iturning at County FIall where the Greater-j 
London Council (GrE) does all of its work. The GLC is a government 
authority consisting of locally elecCed officials who handle regional 
affairs for London's population of 7 million people. The GLC deals 
with issues too broad for any of London's local borough counéils to. 
tackle alone, including education and transport. Dave Wetzel, 
Chairman of the Transportation Ccnnitee, presented an overview of the 
Labor Party's position on the importance of public transportation in 
London. Audrey. Lees, Land. Use and Transportation Coordinator, and 
David Bayless, Chief Transportation Planner, also addressed the 
delegation. The follcMing are sate of the itre salfent points made 
during the presentations. 
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Dvervjej of tne London Transport System 

Various canponents canprise the public transport system in London. 
Briefly, these elements are: 

o Underground (suay) - London Transport extends over 390 km 
(242 miles) and has 266 stations to serve central and inner 
London alone. Under the 1969 Transport Act, the London 
Transport Executive operates the system, and the Greater London 
Council is responsible for all policy decisions, including 
those for fares and financing. 

o Railway -- British Rail provides long distance inter-city 
services to London and also provides portunity for 
substantial carniting. The system is cariposed of 770 kms (477 

miles) of track and 297 stations in Greater London. 

o Buses -- The bus system is completely integrated with the 
operation of the underground. The GLC is responsible for all 
policy and funding decisions for the intra-city bus lines. For 
those lines that extend beyond the GLC area, the counties 
determine the levels of affordable service. 

o Taxis -- London has an excellent taxi system, which has 
approximately 11,000 cabs and 14,000 licensed cab drivers. 

The GLC's Transportation Objectives 

GLC's objectives for the current year centered primarily around 
cost efficiency and fare structure issues. The five key objectives 
are: 

1. provide convenient public transportation at a price that will 
encourage use or at least not discourage use. - 

2. Provide reliable and reasonably priced bus service that noves 
people fran the City center to outlying suburban and 
industrial areas..: EvenS though serving outlying areas is 
rarely profitable, such service is necessary to attract new 
high technology growth industries to London. 

3. Establish and -inplrent transport policies that help reverse 
the decline of the inner- city. (These policies were not 
detailed for the delegation.) 

4. Establish and inpletent transport policies that effect social 
changes by reducing nobility inequities, especially where a 
dependency on public transport is combined with social, 
housing, and/or econanic deprivation. 
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5. Establish simplified fare structures that iriprove operating 
efficiency ani increase passenger convenience. Likevñse, the 
London Transport and British Rail fare systems should be 
further integrated. 

London's public transport fares rose rapidly in real tents after. 
1975 because of increased operational costs and declining ridership. 
The fare structures had remained graduated in relation to distance 
traveled with the exception of outer London bus fares, which were 
changed to a flat zonal basis in 1980. In October, 1981, the new GLC 
administration reduced London Transport's fares by 32% and intruced 
a zonal structure for all bus fares and for Underground fares in the 
dentral area. This returned fares to àtout the 1970 levels in real 
terms. 

This policy was declared illegal by the Law Lords in 1981, and on 
legal advice as to the significance of the decision, the Council 
reluctantly doubled fares in March, 1982. This not only created 
exceptionally high fares but reversed and widened the gap between 
London Transport and British Rail fares-- the antithesis of 
integration.. Since then, the Council has taken steps to improve the 
situation and with lSgI advice decided to further simplify 
Underground fares to provide season tickets,' which are valid for both 
Underground and bus. As part of the process, fares were reduced 
overall by 25%. This new system went into effect on May 22, 1983. 

This is a major step towards integration, and the way in which BR 
and LT fares could be integrated is now being actively pursued by BR, 
LT, and GLC; however, though introduction of any proposal would 
require goverrrent consent for BR's involvement. 

Though high transit subsidies are accepted widely in Europe and 
elsewhere, and to scrie extent reflected in the 40% subsidy level for 
BR's South-East services, a ciparable level for London Transport 
clashed with Central Gvernent wishes to contain local government 
expenditures. 

The main effects of the October, 1981 and March, 1982 fare changes 
were: 

1. With "Fares Fair" - October 1981 (Reduced Fare) 

There was a 6% reduction in the number of caxnaters traveling 
by car into the Central Area in the norning rush hour. There 
was an increased use of public transport (13% in ixis journeys 
and 7% increase in Underground journeys). This increase wath. 
g&nerally evenly spread axrong different age groups, although 
16-24 and 35-44-year-olds showed an above-average increase. 
The fares simplification led to increased travel by holders of 
bus passes and reduced boarding tinEs. 
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In London, double-decker buses and the black cabs are widely used for 
public transport on the surface. 

UNDERGROUND 

The London Underground provides rapid and comprehensive transportation 
to all major parts of London. 
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2. With. Fare Increase. - March 1982 

There was a 16% drop in btis jbirAes 13% dtop in UndetoUnd 
jOurhës, and an increase of 6% in journeys by car, 20% by 
niototcOle and 5.0% by pedal-cycles. The number traveling by 
ca±. tO the Central Area in the irning peak rose by 14%. An 
additional 3,700 rca d casualties were expected to occur 
annually. The irne diate effects of the further fare changes 
and the longer-tefi effects Will continue to frtOnitored 
traugh a special panel of 200 Londoners at approximately 
six-nv . th intena1s. 

Fraud is a ma5or burden on the ttavelirig ublic, leading tO 
highe± f , later services, and higher subsidies than would 
otherwise be. necessary The effect is realized th in the 
lost revenue and in the troney spent in seeking to Unit frapd. 
The present level of fraud on London Tratisport translates to ait 40 million pqthts a yéa±. The siEiif-ication. of the 
fares System, faäilitating automatic ticket sales and the 
ináreased use of travelcard season tickets are factors likely 
to ±'edude fare evasion and the gradng need for ticket 
inspection. Additional fraudt-prevention measures for 
Undergound and buses include: 

UndergrouPd 

o Increased staff at ticketing windis so as to reduce by 50% 
the matter of occasions that ticketing wind.is are closed. 

o $odiied ticket machines that take 1-pound coins, arid giQe 
change. NS niachiries were offer a wide range of tickets. 

Increased facili ties for collecting excess fares at special 
winds and experisrents with ticket collectors iaujig 
receipts. 

Buses 

IriôreSed ticket inspection. 
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iransportatiors Specifics 
S 

The Suiay. London1s Underground, camonly referred to as 

"the Tube," carries approximately 1 8 million passengers each 
week day, and the distance of the aeràge trip is 7.5 kiB. The 
Sytém btings 300,00 carn.itèrs into Centtäl Ldñddn each day nd 

is used t' nore than 100,000 British Rail cainiters to reach 
their final destinations. In general, work related trips make 
up approximately 60% of all trips taken on the Tube. It is for 

this reason that alnost 200,000 ersons use nonthiy or seasonal 
passes. Spité these iniress We figures, use has fallen by 
30% since 1970 primatily becaUse of declining population and 
emplonent in the city center, coupled with increaing fates. 

Many parts of the Underground are in need of nodernization. There 
is a ntinuous renewal program for signaling, tracks, and escalators. 
The tOliing-EtOck is, of cots rsé, replaced less frequently and usually 
only when life-expired. Beweeh 1986 and 1990, thiling stock renewal 
will be at a low, and 60 million pounds will be señt On téno'rating 
140 stations and replacing 21 large passenger elevators. 

While older parts of the system are being renovated, many new 
liheE ate planned fot constructiOn. An ekténsion On the eastern side 
of London is planned f& the late l9BOs, and the Pidcadilly Line to 

Heathrow Airport is being extended to a new terminal and should open 
in 1985. A light rail system for the cklands which would run from 
Tower Hill and possibly Stratford to the Isle of the gs is also 
planned for completiob in 1985. This latter project is being 
spearheaded by the Greater London Couhöil and the riváte LOhdon 
Thcklands tvèlopTLent Corporation. 

The cklands region is econanically stagnant and it is hoped that 
the extensicn of public transport into the area wIll help revitalize 

ita Although it was hoped that the cklands would be the site of a 
great joint developnent building project, private investors have up 
Uhtil very recently been réluctaht to invest in this highly blighted 
area. The proposed light rail System to serve the Ibdkl&x3s is that 
of short (one-to-three-cars) traihs operating On steel rails. The 
trains could run on the roadway, like trains, or on completely 
sçg'egfled tracks, where speeds of 50 nph would be possible. Areas of 
high population density would have stations or stogs at quarter to 
half-tile intervals. Light rail has been proposed, because the short, 
lightweight trains reduce the coSt. of structures and the size of 
stations. Tese trains can also cope with steeper gradients and 
tighter curves than can normal railways or sutMays. 
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Buses. The red double-decker bus is by far the nnst widely 
available form of public transportation in London. Although 
85% of all Londoners are within a quarter mile and 99.5% are 
within half a mile of a bus stop, the bus system is considered 
somewhat unreliable due to traffic conditions. The bus 
network extends over 2,790 km and carries approxinately 1 

billion passengers a yea. The average trip of 3.4 km is 

shorter than the average trip on the Underground (7.5), and 
usage is especially high in the suburbs. Less than 25% of the 
total 350 routes serve Central London. 

Use has declined by 33% since 1970 in teats of journeys and 
28% in terms of passenger miles. This reduction reflects 
declining popUlation, increased car use, increased fares, and 
a declining level of service. Usage is especially elastic for 
shorter trips for which walking is an alternative. 

LXNt - May 26, 1983 

Dr. Tony Ridley, Managing Director for Railway and chief nember 
of the London Transport Executive,. gave an overview of the London 
Transport System. Sane details of his lecture were incorporated into 
the previous section of this report. Other details are embodied in 
the foliating account. 

London Transport, with its closely integrated systems of buses and 
Underground trains, provides public passenger transport in Greater 
LondOn. This cOvers an area 1,6.0.0 square kilanetres in the capital. 
London Transtt's trainS run over 380 route kms, its buses over 2,800 
kins (1,736 miles) of. roads. It manages 249 railway stations. 

The chart on the next page illustrates the extent of Transport's 
current services, its staff and :it.s roiling stock. 

Marketing 

London Transport carries alnost 40% of all passengers traveling 
entirely within greater tendon and alnost 50% of those. traveling to 
and fran work. More. than 80% of peak-hour travel to Central I ndon is 
by public transport. As for London's visitors, 45% of their journeys 
are made by Underground,, whose speed and snrp licity make up for the 
sore picturesque tratel by büà. Tourists already provide 12% of 
London Transport's revenue fran fare .. d there &s tope for an even 
higher figure. 

London Transport's policy of pn.ai.aing the greatest possible use 
of its services by the public--within the financial limits set by the 
Greater London Councilhas net With considerable .Subcess. Separate 
marketing canpàigns have been directed at .iiteasing both peak and 
off-peak travel. New levels of fares and new types of tickets have 
been designed to eet its financial obligations and at the sane time 
to encourage as many people as possible to uake use of a transport 
system that ultimately existS fcr their benefit. 
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Services 

Passiger 
Kilanetres I 4.3 billion I 

I 

4.5 billion I 8.8 bIllion 
I 

Passenger I I I 

journeys I 

I 

1.23 billion I 

I 

.59 bIllion j 1.82 billion 

BUs/Railway Car I I 

.1 

Kilometres 265 nillion I 330 millIon I 590 million 
I 

Staff employed I 

I 

34,000 I 

I 

26,000 I 606000 
I. 

RoIling Stock I I I 

oied I 6,500 I 

I 

4,230 I 

I 

10,730 
I 

Rolling Stock I I I 

depots I I 

& rktho I 

I 

69 I 

I 

13 I 

I 

82 

&th the marketing strategy and its performance are based on and 
monitored by market research. In 1978, a new method of evaluating the 
bus services was introduced by adoption of a policy requiring the 
entire system to be self-financing, and it was. Approximately 28% of 
the project asts were met With cash panents by developers building 
retail, office, hotel and housing projects at major station storE. 
Mr. Ridley pointed to the new bng Fang Metro as a modern Sample of 
effective project management. Itng Fang Metro was built on schedule 
and within budget, which Mr. Ridley attributed to many factors, rot 
the least of which are: (1) the determination and skill of Ibng 
Fang's labor force, (2) the careful crk of 300 experts hired 
specifically to design and supervise the bUilding of the project, (3) 
and exacting management, and (4) re-routing of street traffic during 
Metro's mnstrtttion. 

London Itansport International was a member of a consortlir of 
Britidi finns set up to advis on all aspects of the proposed system, 
including design, constrUction, operation, control, maintenance, and 
rules/regulations. 
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Financing the London Transport System 

Mr.. Maurice Stonefrost, CE Comptroller of Finance, addressed the 
nonetary issues conceThing the Underground's operation. In 1982, 

there was a deficit in traffic operations of 74 million pounds before 
any grant wa made frar the GL.C. Sane. major factors in the loss of 
incare were: (1) effects of strikes (-9 nüllion pounds); (2) later 
receipts than anticipated for British tail passengers using 
Underground service (-5 million pounds); and (3) a lower than 
forecast yield from the March 1982. fares increase (-7 million pounds), 
offset by the increased paynent for the fare reductions given to the 
elderly. 

With regard to subsidies, it should note.d that while the 
Underground registers only a relatively small loss, most of all 
government subsidies go tzard operating the bus lines. The reaso 
for the dispatity is that the Underground generally serves the densest 
parts of London (north of the River Thrres.) and the buses serve nostly 
less densely populated outlying areas. Before allocation of grants 
Iran the GIC, the deficit for the bus lines alone ran 155 million 
pounds in 1982. Mr. Stonefrost believes a tranEit system, including a 

us canpônent, could be operated without deep subsidies, but only by 
reducing hours of bus operation and eliminating some routes entirely. 
He also feels sure that the fare reduction experien cOnclusi'eIy 
discredited the view that if fares were low enoUgh, indréased 
ridership would rake up for lost revenueá. It did not care close. 
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4 - WEST GERMANY 

Qbservations on Munich Transit - May 27, 1983 

This sèctiOh of the report suxrmarizes the visit to Munich, made by 

Professor George Lefcoe and Steve Mertz of the Los Angeles delegation. 
It specifically addresses their analysis of the barrier-free fare 

collection sistn (often referred to as self-service, autanatic, or 
honor system) as it is used in Munich. 

Professor Lefcoe and Mr. Mertz discussed the concept and its pros 
and cons with Munich transit director Dieter Buhniann, representatives 
fran the private consulting firm of Socialdata, and Professor Richard 
Michael, of Munich Technical University. 

I 
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Sane of the reasons given for initiating a barrier-free sytern are 
financial savings, reduced employee workloads, and overcaning staff 
shortages. The principal characteristic of a no-barrier fare 
collection system is the absence of tiles or fare gates at entry 
and exit points Control of fare payment is shifted to tans of 
roving inspectors who verify passenger ticketing on a satewhat rand 
basis. Only a small percentage of the total h.Enber of passengers is 
checked, and a penalty is levied against those geople to haste eiadéd 
lawful payment. 

The barrier-free system is used in many parts of western and 
eastern Europe; it is used uniquely within all of Germany. ten the 
EyStan was introduced in Munich in 1971, the state-of-the-art. fare 
collection equipnent could not handle the collection of multi-nodal 
and multi-distance base fares. The Munich mass transit system 
consists of the U-Balm for center city sub'thy travel, the S-Bahn for 
sutA.iay and above-ground metro travel serving the center city as well 
as outlying areas, streetcars, and buses. Daily ridership in the 
80-square-km tegion served by the system totals apprb*iimtely 1 7 

million passengers. 

Tickets for any of these trhspOrtation nodes can be ught at 
large blue vending machine in U- and S-RaIn stations, at streetcar 
stops, cr in the streetcars thenselves. The passenger has a choice 
between single tickets or niltiple strip tickets, which are cancelled 
one at a tine. If the trip is rather short, the passenger may be 
entitled to use an inexpensive, "sho±t journey" ticket 
("Langetrecke"). The 24-hour ticket (6 D) is pf particular interest 
to tourists who will be making many trips a day but who will be 
staying in Munich only briefly. The 24-hour ticket is slightly 
discounted and is available at the City Thurist Office, in over 300 
private shops, and at any Of the large blue vending machines. 
Vandalism against these machines is minimal, and maintence costs are 

negligible with 1 breakdown for every 30,000 uses. All tickets are 
good fOr S-RaIn, U-Bahn, streetcar, and bus. The passenger cancélE 
the ticket hinself at 'the canceling math . nes located at the entrances 
to the U-and S-RaIn jor, and in streetcars and buses. 

Control System 

FOr reasons of econanic efficiency, nost of the policing effort is 
concentrated on the maximum load point of the line being dEed. It 
is not cost effective to control on relatively less crSded suburban 
lines; there are fewer passengers even thoi4i there is nore incentive 
to cheat as one crosses nore tariff zones. All passengers in a 
selected vehicle are controlled or sanetines an entire station is 
targeted with team controllers statior at all points of entry and 
exit. In Munich, ait 3% of the average daily ridership may be 
controlled on any given thy. A staff of 130 unifonted and 
plainsclothed controllers verify passengers' ticket on the Munich 
Municipal System consisting of the U-Bahn, streetcars, and buses. The 
Deutsch Rundesbahn (Gennañ National. Railway Caipany) has an equal 

¶ number of ant.rbllers checking passengers riding the S-RaIn. 
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A passenger who is found without a valid receipt of fare pakfient 
has two optionshe may accept his guilt and pay an innediate fine 
(sanetirnes called a "superf are") to the inspector, or he may challenge 
the finding. When the fine was previously fixed at 20 Deutsch Marks 
([14), about 40% of the alleged cheaters paid the fine on the spot. 
Now that the fine has risen to 40 4, only about. 20% pay the fine on 
the spot and the rest mail the troney to the transit authority. The 
nuter of people who contest the finding is still relatively low. 
Multiple cheaterE are subject to higher fines and possible legal 
proceedings. 

There is no known profile of the average theater. Fraud does not 
appear to vary significantly according to socio-econmic class, but it 
is felt that students and tourists do abuse the system nore often than 
other groups. Students usually are poor and adventuresane while 
tourists are more often confused as to the system's operation.. 
Although the anount of fraud does not vary significantly according to 
the rider, the anount of fraud does vary nore significantly by node of 
transport. People are less likely to cheat on buses than on the 
U-Bahn f Or two reasons. First, people are nore embarrassed when 
conspicuously controlled and fined on an uncrowded bus which they ride 
every day than on a crowded, anonynoussu'E cat. Second, peøple are 
less willing to defraud when the node of transport puts them in a 
close physical relationship with the operator (such as on a bus). 

Certain factors that may actually enarage cheating are: (1) a 
high fare, a low superfàre, and a low rate of controlling; (:2) a 
system characterized by ccriplicated fare structures and collection 
devices; and (3) a system perceived by the passenger as a poor quality 
operation, which leads him to feel that he is not getting his noney's 
worth. 

The penalty for fraud is theoretically a prodUct of the risk of 
being caught and the nunt. of the fine if:the is caught. On this 
basis, the 40 PM fine set by the Central Government is too low. 
Assuning the cheater's chances of being detected is 3% (the policing 
rate), for each "free" ride, the cheater runs an actuarial cost of 1.2 
[14, whereas the average trip fee is two to three times as much. 

Analogous Self-service Experiences 

When deciding whether to iirpleient a barrier-free system in Los 
An*eles, Metro Rail. pi.aiiners should lk to analogous self-service 
experiences. Several business situations in the United States and 
Europe rely on the assunption that the user is basically honest. 
Althd.igh the follcdng experiences are very diverse, they must 
continue to be profitable as they are still used with widespread 
regularity.. 

Self-service gas stations. More and nore stations today operate 
self-'Serviöe iS]SridE, whE±e the cUstãisr is expected to operate the 
pump himaelf under minthal supervision. Although "drive Says" don't 
appear ocrucn, it nust be noted that an inäreasing number of stations 
in I Angeles demand paynent before pumping. 
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Self-service rewspaper eMihg nàchines. The locked box system 
t has loh beeii in use in th U1 . ited States, and in Munich the newspae: 

boxes are unlocked. Panent there runs about 96% and is strictly 
according to the honor system. 

Self-service parking lots. The±t are several central stall box 
honOt pà±king lots in dantn Los Angeles. In these lots, a locked 
rack of boxes is provided with in slots and corresponding parking 
space numbers. Patrons are expected to deposit the correct parking 
fee in the box that corresponds to the space in Which his Or her dat 
is parked. 

Conclusion 

Based on these obsersatiOns, the áüthor cOncludes that the 
self-service fare system has several advantages. First, it is 
flexible and especially appriate for nuilti-ncdal, caçlex zone, 
and/or graduated fare structures. Second, the system is appealing to 
passengers because it is simple and convenient. Third, it is 
efficient because it reduces queuing times and allows for ailti-doOr 
loading of tzises and light rail. Fourth, it is cost effective because 
its operation is not labor intensive. 

Before Los Angeles transit officials nake Ehj decision gã±ding 
the .inplei ntation of a no barrier system, they should consult other 
Merican cities such as San Francisco and Washington, D.C., which 
chose not to inplenent a self-service system. If after further st!4y 
the barrier free system is still being considered, every effort 
possible should be made to extensively market the pre-pa.Tnnt of fares 
through passes. Since valid passholders cannot cheat, it will be 
primarily the single-trip ticket holders who will nuit the fraud. 
If the size of this latter group can be decreased, the concauttant 

a!id.rat will also diminish. 

a 
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